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WHAT IS THE SCIENCE ON EARTH？
SHOUCAI PAN
Tieling City, Meiruil Home, Liaoning province of China

ABSTRACT
What is Science?
This question, people, including the experts and scholars, all seem to understand，
However, in the new century the science of science studies show that people, including academics, all don't really
understand science.
There are three Reasons
First, by far, the human is not strictly accurate definition of science.
In particular, some pundits, not advocating science should be strictly defined. For example, authoritative scholar
of the science of science J.D. Bernal (English) in the 20th century, by "Science in History" [1] said: science is not a fixed
can define once and for all the single one. Later in 1965, "on the road to the science of science" [2] said, for science or the
science of science, "we also have no need to do a strict definition".
Therefore, the human mind, along with the social life, all is a mess.
Disaster! Sin! Amen —
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INTRODUCTION
In the 21st century new science of science outstanding research also shows that:
Humans do not strictly accurate definition of science a technical reason is that, humans have no unified language.
In the 21st century, science of science by research has shown that, Human existing language, historical reasons, there is no
scientifically united standardized definition, the logic itself of language is a vicious circle ‘Black is white ‘good is bad,
‘revolution is counter-revolutionary, ‘corruption is clean, ‘science and pseudoscience, ‘relative is absolute, ‘the truth is
false’, and so on logic generally true. So, this world, there is no objective truth. There are, any mouth all is the two layers
of skin, how to say how all right, strength is the commander in chief, fist of the lie is the truth! -- Generally set up around
the world. -- This is the inevitable kingdom [3] -- so far in human history. So there can be no science strictly accurate
definition, combined with the study, among all human languages, "science" is the most difficult to be defined. In the same
way, the world has not accurate definition of the truth. So, in the inevitable kingdom -- so far in human history, no real
science, there is no real truth.
However, in the Freedom Kingdom [3], science and the truth are accurately and strictly defined.
And on the new science of science research conclusion:
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Only through definition, science is people can believe in the truth, and, it is worthy of the name selfless, therefore
sacrosanct! In addition to, in heaven and earth there is no truth, also there will be no sacred things.
In the Freedom Kingdom, because language is the unified specification to define, itself logic is no longer a vicious
circle, this world there is the objective truth, people mouth though are still two layers of skin, but you rational can travel all
over the world, the rude impassable. Politics is no longer a commander in chief. Fist of the lie is not the truth. Politics must
be honestly obey and serve the science, cannot have the slightest mistake. The reason is very simple: obey science once a
mistake, politics immediately became the rule. Therefore, politics and rule is completely different philosophical concepts,
should not be confused. Sadly, people often confuse. Not in the future.
In the 21st century on the science of science research shows that, new science of science has ten top social
functions as follows:
The first social function: science unified and specification to manage the (global) politics
The second social function: science can close global all ruler firmly into iron cage
The third social function: science to unify standardization of global language and words
The fourth social function: science by theory for testing the truth
The fifth social function: science creates the universe space-time view
The sixth social function: science to unify and standardize the management of philosophy
The seventh social function: science to unify and standardize the management of the natural sciences
The eighth social function: science to create human thought and doctrine of the grand view garden
The ninth social function: science to structure human society of the highest productivity
The first ten social functions: science to create human happiness ideal country -- science Datong [3] -- Freedom
Kingdom -- the only home to return to human society
Obviously, J.D. Bernal (English) “social function of science” is specious and self-delusion.
Top ten social function of science, and is derived from the new progress on the science of science on the “Science
Freedom Kingdom”.
In the 21st century on science of science the important new progress is in the following three aspects:
The first, science had the strict definition of accurately.
The second, science has the groundbreaking of the four cardinal principles: ‘clear idea, ‘accurate definition,
'reasonable logic and 'strict rules’.
Third, there are two basic manners of science: can't define, equal to don't understand. Is not defined, there is no
voice, so for your choice, you can only is to learn.
Another is that, before you speak, want to have a space - time view.
Basic rules decision on science of science, there is no space-time view of person, all have no voice.
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Especially the humanists, before speaking, must be to declare space-time view.
The reason is very simple, you don't declare space - time view, but you have the potential space-time view, such
as God, Islam, Buddhism, Taoism space – time view, and so on.
Science of science research shows that: the different space - time view, bound to lead to human science chaos,
confusion of thinking and social chaos! -- This is the inevitable kingdom -- human history so far.
In the 21st century, science of science research shows that solves the problem of chaos; need to unify all space time view, i.e. space - time view of science.
Further research shows that, space - time view of science, it is necessary to support by [science axiom] [3].
[Science axiom], that is, the universe/world [exist axiom] [3].
So it's not hard to see, to create the universe / world [exist axiom], can only is the job of the scholars, also only is
the content of science of science, any others or other science is powerless.
So, from the beginning of the science of science in the 21 century, one of the basic rules of science is: no space time view, there is no voice, began to take effect.
It is important to note that this rule not only for scholars to take effect, but also effective for everyone.
Our humanists, in speech platform, there is always a wide range of free, never care about what space - time view!
Oh, you that is inevitable kingdom -- so far in human history.
From the new science of science, science basic rules -- no space - time view, there is no voice, unconditional to
anyone to take effect.
Then, if your space - time view of science error, how to do?
Scientific space - time view can unceasingly progress, but without space - time view, you have absolutely no right
to speak.
I don't have the ability to create a space - time view, how to do?
You can learn other people's space - time view, for example, scientific, God, Islamic, and so on.
No space - time view and will not learn, continue to speak, inevitably cause human science and human social
chaos. This is absolutely unacceptable!
Science of science of research has shown that, science through accurate definition, plus science of the four
cardinal principles, super add the basic rules of science, the science of science, then had the ability to test – theory test
science and the truth -- this is the sole criterion for testing science/truth -- useless through inspection link of practice, to
inspect in advance science/truth -- useless surfaced test in advance the corrupt official corruption!
So, science of science is the test you:

The true/false public servant of brick by Knocking the door, kuang; the touchstone for the public or the private;
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revolution/counter-revolutionary natural watershed; still shine on a demon mirror and never fade -- all kinds of the
monsters and demons is immediately show oneself in one's true colors!
In addition, science of science is not only testing anyone of any theory beforehand, and prior inspection anyone's
every behavior words and deeds, science or pseudoscience?
So, science is the highest human biggest scientific management and united standardized management of all
human, anyone and anything, without exception.
This is the Freedom Kingdom, also is the "Science Freedom Kingdom" [3].
In the Freedom Kingdom story is a lot, every sentence is the truth, and every word in science, welcome friends to
take charge of be a guest!
In the new century science of science final conclusion:
As long as there is sense of responsibility to take the lead in awakening scholars, then with the Freedom
Kingdom, to save humanity, unify the world, achieve Datong, 10 years too long, seize every minute!
Work hard, my friends. Datong world beckoning at you!
2016-1-26
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